
Microsoft Teams 
Meet, call, and work from anywhere

Contact us today to learn how we can 
help you deploy Microsoft Teams.

Calling made simple
Simplify your enterprise voice services with a reliable, high-quality integrated calling solution 
built on the Microsoft cloud. Make and receive phone calls from anywhere – including your 
desk phone, mobile phone or computer. Get a modern voice solution that combines unified 
communications with teamwork capabilities into an all-in-one communication and collaboration 
solution that users love and IT trusts. And best of all, your business saves time and money with 
a single provider.

Smart

Save time with a smart, 
simple all-in-one solution

Focused

Keep everyone engaged 
with interactive experiences

Secure

Count on enterprise-grade 
security, quality, and privacy

Meetings made smarter

Meet smarter, stay focused, and achieve more with Microsoft Teams Meetings. Teams delivers a 
unique end-to-end meeting experience that features the human element of face-to-face 
interaction while helping people stay focused before, during and after the meeting to 
accomplish more together. Teams Meetings provide a seamless, scalable, and secure experience 
on mobile, desktop, and meeting room devices.

Simple

Simplify communications 
with an all-in-one solution

Connected

Call from anywhere, on any 
device with rich calling features

Easy

Streamline setup and 
management

Familiar

Simple transitions 
and consistent 
experiences between 
all device types

Inclusive

Intelligent devices 
five everyone a 
voice, wherever 
they may be

Quality

High quality audio, 
video and sharing 
experiences on any 
device, in any space

For every work experience, there’s a Teams device 
Microsoft works with an ecosystem of best-in-class device partners to deliver a native, purpose-
built Teams certified to enhance calls and meetings and deliver high-quality audio, video and 
sharing experiences. Connect Microsoft Teams enabled devices like Microsoft Teams Rooms 
headphones, cameras, and microphones to enhance the quality of your presentations.

Ready 

Reliable, management 
and up-to-date 
systems ensure 
meetings just work

The workplace of the future is changing to a setting where employees are working from the office or from remote 

locations. Microsoft Teams is the hub for teamwork that brings chat, meetings, calling, Office 365 apps, and third-party 

tools together, all in one place. Built with enterprise-grade security and compliance capabilities, Microsoft Teams meets 

the critical requirements for today’s business needs, making your meetings and calls run smoothly on purpose-built 

devices to keep your team connected from anywhere.
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